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Articulating a Contemporary Anarcha-Feminism 
 

Deric Shannon1 
 

This paper argues that currently we are in need of new articulations 
of anarcha-feminism. Past currents have been published under 
"anarcha-feminism" that make it nearly synonymous with various 
radical feminisms, socialist feminisms, Situationism, and ecofemin-
isms (often times aside from the anarchist position on the state). 
However, following developments in both feminist and anarchist 
theory, it is possible to articulate a general contemporary anarcha-
feminist theory. This paper, then, mines anarchist and feminist en-
gagements with other theoretical perspectives in a contemporary 
context to build one such possible articulation of anarcha-feminism. 
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"...even a lot of folks in the Black Liberation struggle or the 
Anarchist People of Color folks who I work with...When we be-
gin to interact with other movements, we begin to learn, as we 
always hope that people will learn from ours." --Ashanti Alston 
(Compassionate Living Project 2007) 

 

In this excerpt from a presentation given at the United Poultry Concerns 
7th annual conference, former Black Panther and anarchist, Ashanti Als-
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